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Abstract

The resource discovery management unit (RD) in distributed Exascale systems needs to be able to manage the occurrence of dynamic and interactive events in the requesting process when running activities related to RD. The occurrence of dynamic and interactive events in the requesting process causes some challenges in the execution trend of activities related to RD. The trend of execution activities related to RD will fail if there is no management and control on the occurrence of dynamic and interactive events. This paper first explores and describes the concept of dynamic and interactive nature in distributed Exascale systems. In addition, it attempts to show the influences of occurrence the dynamic and interactive events in the computing elements requesting the resource as well as on RD functionality. In addition, this paper aims at describing the challenges of RD to be used in distributed Exascale systems. To achieve this, changes need to be made in the generating space and RD functionality. Taking into account the solutions presented in this paper, RD has the potential to be used in distributed Exascale systems by remaining compatible with traditional computing systems.
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1. Introduction

In traditional computing systems such as cluster systems, the nature of the system is such that the computing element is not added to or removed from the system during runtime. Therefore, the number of computing elements is constant in the system [1]. In these types of computing systems, the system is normally running a scientific and engineering application. Based on the information received from the user or based on the data structure of processes’ initialization, the resource management unit in cluster systems has detailed information on the state of processes and their requirements. The implementation of resource management unit in cluster systems is carried out in a centralized manner. This
type of implementation causes resource management unit to have a clear view of the features of resources in the system as well as the nature of computational processes being run in the system. If a process needs a resource, the centralized manager will try to find the most suitable resource in the system [2].

By the increased need for high computing and processing power and a change in the nature of scientific applications, we witness the formation of Exascale distributed computing systems [3]. In distributed Exascale computing systems, the nature of scientific applications is the same as the nature of scientific applications being run on cluster computing systems. The difference between the two systems is that a distributed Exascale system can execute more than one scientific application. Implementing more than one scientific application will make it necessary to define the concept of the global activity [4]. The global activity is defined for each scientific application that requires a high performance computing system.

In the global activity state, there may be states in which a local operating system cannot answer the requests of a process (which is part of the global activity). In this case, RD will be called [5]. The task of this unit is to find a computing element that is capable of meeting the needs of computational process. The overall mechanism used in distributed computing systems is based on the fact that the process requests access to a resource that may not exist in the local computing system. RD vices the responsibility of the requesting process and finds a computing component beyond the system limits through scalability or linking with other systems. This unit can answer the request of the process. Activities related to RD should be performed in the shortest possible time as much as possible [6, 7].

In scientific and engineering applications that need distributed Exascale systems, the nature of the application is such that its requirements change over the runtime. This creates the concept of dynamic and interactive nature in computational processes. The dynamic and interactive nature means that during executing a global activity, due to the occurrence of an event, the process requirement will change or a new requirement will be created. The reason is establishing links and interactions between computational processes inside and outside the system. The created requirements have not been taken into account at the time of designing the computing system [8]. Given the above explanations, it can be concluded that all the processes’ requirements to continue the trend of running a global activity are not clear at the beginning of the application execution, and as a result, the need for RD will become more important.

In addition to performing traditional activities related to managing and executing computational processes, based on flexible structures, the resource management unit in distributed Exascacle computing systems should be able to create an answering structure by considering the dynamic nature and interactive nature of computational processes. Furthermore, it should be able to expand the computing system to respond to new requests [9].

From resource management’s perspective, the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in computational processes means creating a request or a state which the system has no facilities to answer it. Through the concept of scalability (or connections with other systems), the resource management unit typically tries
to find a computing element that can answer the request by using the available resources in this element [10]. Because of this, the role of RD in such systems has higher executive importance compared to traditional distributed computing systems. In distributed Exascale computing systems, a dynamic and interactive nature may occur in computational processes at any moment of the execution trend of the scientific application. This is also true when running activities related to RD. In these types of computing systems, some states may occur in which RD may be activated for any reasons. Once it is activated, the state of the computing elements influencing the execution trend of activities related to RD may face a dynamic and interactive nature. In addition of examining the concept of the dynamic and interactive nature in processes requiring Exascale systems, this paper has investigated and analyzed the effects of this concept on RD functionality. In this regard, it examines the challenges of RD in distributed Exascale systems.

2. Related works

Applications that require high processing power or high data volumes, such as weather forecasting, financial analysis, and other calculations like these, often cannot be done by a machine. Peer-to-peer systems try to help performing such applications by collecting and collaborating between hardware and software resources [11, 12]. In fact, peer-to-peer computing systems provide an infrastructure to gain access to widespread computing capabilities [13].

The goal of peer-to-peer computing systems is to create co-operations among resources to solve a problem requiring high processing power. This operation is carried out in a dynamic environment which is built by several virtual organizations [14]. Scientific and engineering applications that require HPC systems are such that all the features required by the application cannot be extracted at the start-up. Also, there is no accurate view on the nature of process requirements during system’s lifetime. For this reason, computing systems are required that can answer to the new requirements of the processes over the system’s lifetime through scalability and connections with other systems. Paper [15] explains the most important features of Peer-to-Peer computing systems.

The reason for scalability is answering a process that cannot be answered by the local operating system. This operation is done by establishing connections with other computing elements and working with them [16]. The request must be answered by finding a computing element which can also meet the process requirements. In distributed computing systems, this activity is known as resource discovery (RD). RD finds resource that is able to answer the request of a process by observing the rights of gaining access to a resource. In papers [5, 17], RD and how it operates are explained.

Resource discovery is part of the resource management system. The implementation of the system’s resource management unit and all its sub-units means increasing the application’s runtime. Hence, RD-related activities should also be carried out at the appropriate time by observing the limitations defined in the request [18].

Due to the decentralized nature of distributed computing systems, the processes
in the system start a computing activity. Each computational process may have some requests that cannot be answered by the local operating system. In this case, load balancer or RD will be activated. A set of processes that perform a computing activity with each other is called a global activity. Due to the dynamic and interactive nature of processes participating in distributed Exascale computing systems, more sophisticated management structures than traditional computing systems are required to be created. The resource management system should be able to manage such computing systems by employing flexible and dynamic structures. In addition to describing the global activity, paper [8] has raised part of the challenges of resource management system in distributed Exascale computing systems.

Paper [19] proposes a two-phase mechanism for performing activities related to RD. This method is capable of being used in Peer-to-Peer computing systems, taking into account the scalability and dynamic features of such systems. There are some resources in Peer-to-Peer computing systems whose features change over time. Therefore, in order to discover an appropriate resource, in addition to considering static properties, mechanisms need to be used to consider changes made in the system. The method introduced in this paper is to determine a weight for each static and dynamic resource in the system. If a user asks for a resource, the computing element, as the super peer, finds resources that are capable of answering the request. Resources are ranked based on the defined mechanisms, and the most appropriate resource is assigned to the requestor.

Paper [20] has proposed a framework for RD in response to dynamic requests in unstructured Peer-to-Peer systems. In this paper, five components are defined which are in charge of performing tasks such as information gathering, decision making, describing machines’ states, finding a resource in response to requests in both normal and dynamic situations, as well as load balancer. If the computational process has a dynamic request, it will send its request to other computing elements. Each computing element that receives the request, measures its state based on a mechanism. The mechanism accurately estimates the machine’s state before and after answering the request. As a result, the computing element makes decisions on its ability and inability to answer the request. Evaluations have shown that RD-related activities by this framework can successfully be performed at a high rate.

3. The influence of dynamic and interactive nature of computational processes on resource discovery

In traditional computing systems such as cluster systems, grid systems and Peer-to-Peer computing systems, the system is running a scientific application that examines the rules governing a natural event. Running the application is dependent on a computing activity or a specific state. This will allow the system designer to have accurate information on answering structures when designing the system. In cluster systems, resource management unit provides the application with response structures at the time of system designing, and in grid and peer-to-peer computing systems at the time of system implementation. However, scientific applications which require distributed Exascale computing systems, the nature
of the application is such that the information on answering structures cannot be extracted when the system is designed. This is due to the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the processes of these types of scientific applications [8, 9].

The dynamic and interactive nature of the computational processes of distributed Exascale computing systems is due to the occurrence of one (or more than one) of the following three states: a) There is a process in the system that creates a new process which is not defined at the time of designing the computing system. This results from the formation of a new concept or a new variable in the scientific and engineering application that is being run by the computing system. b) The process has inter-process connections and interactions with another process within the computing system, which is not defined at the time of designing the computing system. This results from the formation of a new connection in the scientific and engineering application that is being run by the computing system. c) The process has inter-process connections and interactions with another process outside the computing system, which are not defined at the time of system designing. This is due to defining a new variable in the scientific and engineering application that is being run by the computing system [21, 22].

Resource discovery, as part of the resource management unit, is influenced by the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in computational processes. This influence on the function of RD can be discussed in two areas. In the first area, there is a process in the system that does not have access to a resource which is outside the system. If the local operating system is not able to respond, RD will be called [23]. The occurrence of dynamic and interactive events in computational processes increases the frequency of calling RD. In the second area, RD is activated in one way or the other, and this unit will be provided with <Request, Limitation> at the moment of activation. The basic activity of RD is to find a resource in accordance with the request of the process beyond the system limits. RD is looking for the requested computing element by considering the constraints determined by the requesting process.

As seen in Fig.1, after receiving <Request, Limitation>, RD attempts to quit the system and starts searching in the system environment. RD is activated at \( t = \text{Alpha} \) and finds the resource at \( t = \text{Beta} \). Also, allocates the resource to the requesting process at \( t = \text{Omega} \). In this case, the process may become dynamic.

![Figure 1. RD trend in computing systems](image-url)
and interactive at any time in [Alpha, Omega] period. The influence set can be defined for each RD trend, which are processes in the system that affect <Request, Limitation>. The dynamic and interactive nature can occur in each of the processes of the Influence set during this timeslot. In this situation, the space that is used by RD to search for a resource is a two-dimensional space in the form of <Request, Limitation> that may be different from the system’s actual space. This difference arises from the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive event and its influence on RD functionality. In this case, RD may seek to find a resource with the conditions mentioned in Limitation, which does not fulfill the request of the process. The influence of the dynamic and interactive nature on RD functionality is called the View Influence. As seen in Fig.1, a dynamic and interactive nature may occur in the process owning the requested resource during [Beta, Omega] timeslot. In this case, the functionality and nature of the resource found by RD differs from the functionality and the actual nature of the process requested a resource. This difference may be such that the computing element containing the resource fails to satisfy the limitations requested by the process requesting the resource. Such an influence by the dynamic and interactive event on RD functionality is called “backward influence”.

As shown in Fig.1, the resource found by RD is located outside the system’s limits. Hence, the computing element containing the resource has no obligations to continue the response procedure. During the [Beta, Omega] timeslot, when t ≠ Omega, the computing element which contains the requested resource may quit the response procedure due to the system’s dynamic nature. In this situation, RD has failed to successfully complete its related activities. All the activities performed from t = Alpha until t = Failure are among the time wasted by RD. This influence is considered as “Time Influence”.
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*Figure 2. the influence of the dynamic and interactive nature on RD functionality.*

In traditional computing systems, the process is the central component of doing management activities. However, in distributed Exascale computing systems, due to the dynamic and interactive nature of computational processes, the central component is the global activity. In these systems, the constituent units of the resource management system are controlling the global activity in order to implement
it in the shortest possible time. The occurrence of a dynamic and interactive event in computational processes will change the global activity functionality. By changing the attributes of the global activity, RD needs to consider new conditions or to support new features. This influence of the dynamic and interactive nature on RD functionality is called “Global Activity Influence”. Fig.2 shows the influence of the dynamic and interactive nature of the computational processes on RD functionality.

As can be seen in Fig.2, regardless of the type of the dynamic and interactive event, its occurrence will result in one of the influences of Global activity, Time, Backward, or View in the system. In traditional computing systems, RD cannot manage these four influences. Given the space generator of RD and how it works, it is impossible to redefine and describe these four influences in some way or the other. Furthermore, the operators described on the spaces that describe RD are not capable of managing and controlling the events leading to the formation of the four influences or their results.

4. Proposition

In traditional computing systems, RD is described in the form of <Request, Resource, scalability, permission, <finding >. In these systems, the task of RD is to find a resource. To do this, it finds a computing element outside the system which can answer the request of the process via sharing resources [24]. Two key components in activities related to RD in traditional computing systems are in the form of <Process, Resource>. RD management unit should manage the process and the resource establishes a link between the <Process, Resource> [21, 22] so that it can answer the request of the process. Due to the presence of the resource and its influence on activities related to RD, it is necessary to consider the limitations governing the resource. The task of RD is to map f (RD) : <Request, Limitation> ↦ <Answer, Permission>. In traditional computing systems, Processsstate does not change from the time the RD management unit is activated until the request of the process is answered. Lack of changes in Processsstate means no changes in the requirements and constraints of the request of the process [25]. Additionally, in this type of computing system, Resource and Permission features will not change from the moment the RD management unit is called until the resource utilization is completed by the process.

Since the activities related to RD in traditional computing systems are based on a two-dimensional space of request and resource, this space lacks the ability to consider the concept of global activity. Global activity is a linked data structure consists of a set of processes and resources allocated to processes in various computing elements implementing them [26]. This definition cannot be stored in any of the two main spaces of resource and requests. As a result, the traditional RD is unable to define and understand the effects of Global Activity.

Defining the request space in traditional RD is such that after receiving the request, it does not re-examine the request during the answering procedure and updating the limitation space. Because of this, RD cannot redefine the influences of View based on its generating spaces. Due to this inability, RD lacks operators to deal with dynamic and interactive events that lead to the creation of View. The
finding operator in traditional RD has no connections with the current state of the requesting process as well as the Limitation space. The reason is that the Limitation space in the functional function of RD is created and initialized only when RD starts the activity.

The concept of permission means obtaining permission to gain access to the resource found by RD [27]. After obtaining access rights to the resource, RD does not store any kind of information on the resource state. In traditional computing systems, the state of the computing element containing the resource is only examined at the time of discovery and no information on the state of the process owning the resource is stored. This also applies to the requesting computing element. The reason is defining the RD based on the spaces of <Request, Resource> and defining the Permission operator only at the time of resource discovery.

The nature of defining RD is such that there is no item in space generator or RD operators to guarantee performing and the continuing its related activity. This is more complex in Exascale distributed systems due to the different nature of the computational processes. Because the operations of permission, finding, and scalability concepts may be correct, but the dynamic and interactive event happens in the computational process from when the RD activity starts up until the resource is allocated to the requesting process. The occurrence of the dynamic and interactive nature in computational processes does not affect the operation of any of the above concepts, but causes the computing element containing the resource to leave the answering procedure or changes the limitations governing the request.

5. Argument

The challenges for RD to manage the dynamic and interactive events in distributed Exascale systems are due to: a) the inability to redefine the four noted influences on RD generating spaces, and b) the inability of this unit’s operators to control and manage these influences. To manage and control the effects of Global Activity, RD requires to change the pivotal components of <Process, Resource>. To manage this influence, resource and request sets need to be added as the new generating space of RD. On the other hand, the request of the process is part of a global activity that is created by a process or (in particular cases, more than one process) which is a member of the global activity. Therefore, the request can be removed from the generating space of RD. The task of RD in traditional computing systems is to find a resource. However, in distributed Exascale computing systems, the main task of RD is to create an answering structure based on the resources out of the system. Hence, RD needs to define operators in order to create a new answering structure. Now, RD has to analyze the nature of the request to create a new answering structure so that it can make decisions on forming a new answering structure based on the nature of the request as well as its governing limitations. The new answering structure implicitly includes the RD trend.

To manage and control View challenges, RD needs to define the mechanisms to link with the requesting process and considering the Process state. From the RD’s perspective, there should be some mechanisms to update the Limitation state
of the requesting process and to analyze the state of the requesting process. In addition to taking into account Processstate, RD should also be able to expand the finding space. In traditional computing systems, the concept of finding in RD only emphasizes on finding the resource. However, the resource management system in distributed Exascale computing systems must be able to definitely answer the request of the process through the answering structure created by RD. These capabilities can be presented in the form of the mechanisms used by RD to manage the failure. Moreover, the expansion of the finding operator implies that the request is adaptable to the resources examined by RD. In adaptability, the requesting process may request access to a resource that RD cannot find a computing element that has all the features requested by the process. Among the resources examined by RD, there may be one or more resources that have the highest degree of adaptability to the request of the process. As it is noted, the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the requesting process and the occurrence of the View change cause changes in the Requeststate as well as the Processstate. In this case, since RD tries to collect the information on the computing elements being examined, using the concept of to extend the finding operator can reduce the probability of the failure of activities related to RD.

To manage and control backward challenges, RD should have mechanisms to check the state of the process containing the resource. From RD viewpoint, this means defining a system that includes three components of the requesting process, the process owner requested resource and RD itself. In this system, two activities of add or remove are defined for each component, and each activity must be performed in such a way that information on the activity can be available to other components. If RD can support the system, then changing the state of the process owner requested resource will change the system state, and consequently, the activity related to RD. This system is active until the end of the answering procedure. In addition, based on the data structure, RD must be able to have information on the resources examined during the RD trend. This information helps to determine the priority levels for RD requests by extending the finding operator and considering the concept of Answerable and True as the sub-sections of the finding operator.

Resource discovery in distributed Exascale computing systems should be able to efficiently guarantee performing the relevant activities and not failing in the RD trend. Due to the uncertain nature of distributed systems, providing such a guarantee is very difficult. Therefore, RD in these types of systems should be able to define the concept of failure and failure management. Failure is not defined in the indicators defining RD in modern computing systems. Hence, RD needs to be able to define failure based on the generating space that describes RD to manage Time influences.

6. Conclusion
The task of RD is to find the resource that is requested by the process that outside of the system. This unit must be able to resolve the challenges resulted from the occurrence of the dynamic and interactive event in the requesting process. To manage and control these challenges, RD must be able to extend its pivotal
activity from finding a resource to creating answering structure. This change in RD manager’s functionality alters the generating space of RD from a five-dimensional resource-based space into a ten-dimensional global activity-based space. Because of this change in the dimensions of the generating space, in addition to considering the Processstate, RD forms an answering structure. Moreover, it can take into account two concepts of request similarity, and controlling and managing the request failure. Extending the generating and functional space of RD makes it necessary to consider several separate sections for RD. In addition to supporting the normal activities related to RD, it should be able to support the dynamic and interactive events in the computational processes based on at least two matching and exploring sections.
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